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Notes on Contributors

JANE AUGUSTINE is a poet, fiction writer, and scholar who is finishing a dissertation on H.D.’s novel The Mystery. Her poems constitute the January 1985 issue of Staple Diet, and her short story “Secretive” is anthologized in Images of Women in Literature (Houghton Mifflin). She teaches at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn and spends summers in the Colorado mountains.

DIANA COLLECOTT teaches British and American Literature at the University of Durham. The recipient of two visiting fellowships at Yale University, she has published several essays on H.D. and her contemporaries and is currently working on two books, H.D.’s London and Images at the Crossroads. She is co-editor with Claire Buck of the forthcoming special issue of Agenda on H.D.

DALE DAVIS has recently published a book of poems entitled For You, From Me (Aphra). She is founder, Executive Director, and Writer-in-Residence at The New York State Literary Center, Editor and publisher at The Sigma Foundation, and board member at The Jargon Society.

SILVIA DOBSON was born in London in May 1908 but has been since 1960 a dedicated California resident. In addition to publishing poems and a novel, she has prepared an extensive annotated collection of her correspondence with H.D.

RACHEL BLAU DuPLESSIS teaches in the English Department at Temple University. She is the author of Writing Beyond the Ending: Narrative Strategies of Twentieth-Century Women Writers (Indiana UP) and H.D.: The Career of That Struggle (Harvester & Indiana UP). Among her poems and speculative essays are “Crowbar,” “Writing,” “For the Etruscans,” and “Otherhow.”

KATHLEEN FRASER is the editor of HOW(ever), a journal for poets and scholars interested in modernist/innovative directions in women’s poetry. Her most recent book of poems is Something (even human voices) in the foreground, a lake (Kelsey St.). She teaches in the graduate Creative Writing program at San Francisco State and lives in Rome a part of each year.

SUSAN STANFORD FRIEDMAN is Professor of English and Women’s Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She is the
author of *Psyche Reborn: The Emergence of H.D.* (Indiana UP) and co-author of *A Woman's Guide to Therapy.* She has written articles on H.D., women's poetry, women's autobiography, narrative theory, and childbirth and is currently at work on a book on H.D.'s prose and an edition of the H.D.-Bryher letters about Freud.

BARBARA GUEST is a poet, novelist, and biographer who lives in New York City. Among her five books of poetry are *The Countess from Minneapolis* (Burning Deck) and *Moscow Mansions* (Viking); her novel is *Seeking Air* (Black Sparrow); and her biography of H.D. is *Herself Defined: The Poet H.D. and Her World* (Doubleday).

DONNA KROLIK HOLLENBERG teaches English at Simmons College. She recently completed a critical study of H.D.'s poetry and is currently working with Louis Silverstein on an edition of H.D.'s letters to Norman Holmes Pearson.

SUSAN HOWE is the author of *My Emily Dickinson,* a critical study of the work of Emily Dickinson (North Atlantic Books). Her most recent book of poems is *Defenestration of Prague* (Kulchur Foundation); a new book, *Articulation of Sound Forms in Time,* is due this spring from Awede.

FRANCES JAFFER is a poet whose most recent book is *ALTERNATE Endings* from HOW(ever). Her paper at the conference on Women Working in Literature at San Francisco State University addressed the impact of feminist scholarship on current innovative writing by women poets.

DALE M. KUSHNER has an MFA in Writing from Goddard College and teaches creative writing in Madison, Wisconsin. Her recent poems appear in *Ohio Review* and *Black Warrior Review.*

ADALAIDE MORRIS is Professor of English at The University of Iowa. She is the author of a book on the poetry of Wallace Stevens and essays on the poetry of Rich, Dickinson, and H.D. With Jane Cooper, Gwen Head, and Marcia Southwick, she edited *Extended Outlooks: The Iowa Review Collection of Contemporary Women Writers.*

ALICIA OSTRIKER is a poet and critic who teaches at Rutgers University. The most recent of her six books of poems is *The Imaginary Lover* (Pitt Poetry Series). Her writing on women poets includes the essays published in *Writing Like a Woman* (University of Michigan) and her recent book *Stealing the Language: The Emergence of Women's Poetry in America* (Beacon).
PERDITA SCHAFFNER lives in Eastern Long Island. In addition to essays published in such journals as Paideuma and Grand Street, she has written several forewords and afterwords for New Directions and Black Swan editions of H.D.'s fiction. She is currently writing fiction and family reminiscences.

LOUIS H. SILVERSTEIN is a librarian at Yale University, the cataloguer of the H.D. papers, and a free-lance bibliographer and researcher. He is currently working with Donna Hollenberg on an edition of the correspondence of H.D. and Norman Holmes Pearson.

PAUL SMITH teaches Literary and Cultural Studies at Carnegie-Mellon University. He has written Pound Revised (Croom Helm) and the forthcoming Discerning the Subject (University of Minnesota). He is currently editing with Alice Jardine a collection of essays entitled Men in Feminism.

EDITH M. WALDEN received an MFA in poetry from the Iowa Writers Workshop. She currently lives in Seattle and works as a technical editor for a major computer software company where she fights to maintain a semblance of the English language and a sense of poetic irony.

JOHN WALSH is editor and publisher of Black Swan Books, which has published to date H.D.'s Hedylus, Bid Me to Live, Hippolytus Temporizes, and Ion. Black Swan's edition of H.D.'s By Avon River will appear this spring.
THREE ISSUES ANNUALLY, ABOUT 600 PAGES IN ALL. FIFTEEN DOLLARS FOR INDIVIDUALS, TWENTY FOR INSTITUTIONS (ADD THREE FOR FOREIGN MAILING.) SINGLE COPIES, $6.95

16/1: Celebrating Fifty Years of the Writers’ Workshop. This issue features new work—seven stories, thirty-nine poems, and a review—by thirty-four writers spanning the Workshop’s entire history. Donald Justice, Robert Coover, Gail Godwin, Robin Behn, and many more.

16/2: Remember “Cooley & Kedney” in 14/1? Read another long story, an epistolary story, by Peter Nelson. Poems, also, by Robert Wrigley, Jane Kenyon, Carol Potter, Margaret Gibson, and Gregory Djanikian; and more essays and stories, one isn’t always sure which is which, by Tim McGinnis, Frank Allen, Donald Hall, Cheryl Dragel, and several others.

16/3: A Special Issue for H.D.’s Centennial Year. Featuring her letters from two world wars, to John Cournos (WWI) and Silvia Dobson (WWII), her unpublished “Some Notes on Recent Writing,” and the missing chapter of The Gift, “The Fortune Teller.” Reminiscences by H.D.’s daughter, Perdita Schaffner, and her biographer, Barbara Guest; essays by Rachel Blau DuPlessis, Susan Friedman, Paul Smith, and Louis Silverstein; poem by Jane Augustine, Kathleen Frazer, Susan Howe, Frances Jaffer, Alicia Ostriker, and Edith Waiden. And more. Adalaide Morris, Guest Editor.
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Poems by
CHARLES SIMIC

Unending Blues

"Short, perfectly shaped, Simic's poems float past like feathers, turning one way, then another..."
—Village Voice

"Some of the most strikingly original poetry of our time, a poetry shockingly stark in its concepts, imagery, and language."
—Chicago Review

"Charles Simic...is one of the truly imaginative writers of our time."
—Robert Atwan, Los Angeles Times Book Review

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH
Available in hardcover and paperback

Photo: John Knapp
Current (centennial) issue features new work by Wendell Berry, Maclin Bocock, Edgar Bowers, Turner Cassity, Donald Davie, W.S. DiPiero, Harriet Doerr, Kenneth Fields, Hannah Green, Albert Guerard, Thom Gunn, Donald Hall, Arturo Islas, Donald Justice, Janet Lewis, John L’Heureux, N. Scott Momaday, Nancy Huddleston Packer, Helen Pinkerton, Robert Pinsky, William Pit Root, Richard Scowcroft, Vikram Seth, Gilbert Sorrentino, Wallace Stegner, Timothy Steele, Scott Turow. Recent issues include many of the above, plus W.S. Merwin, Denise Levertov, Seamus Heaney, J.V. Cunningham, James Merrill, Gore Vidal, Alan Shapiro, Dana Gioia, Morton Bloomfield, and others.

Published tri-quarterly
$10/yr. to individuals; $15/yr. to institutions
Back issues $5

Submissions welcome
Storke Publications Bldg.
Stanford, CA 94305

POETRY * FICTION * ESSAYS * REVIEWS * PHOTOS AND ART

2PLUS2 A Collection of International Writing

Volume Five contains work by:

Manlio Argueta Miroslav Holub
Angela Ball Chen Kaige
Rustom Bharucha Jiri Klobouk
Bohdan Boychuk Vyacheslav Kuprianov
Hans Georg Bulla Aonghas MacNeacail
Amy Clampitt Cleveland Moffett
Stig Dagerman Ayyappa Paniker
Douglas Dunn Fiona Pitt-Kethley
Nissim Ezekiel Jeremy Reed
Ruth Fainlight Oktay Rifat
Ellen Gilchrist Umberto Saba
Steve Griffiths Eva Ström
Desmond Hogan Tomas Tranströmer

"The ideal reader of 2PLUS has to be curious about an immense diversity of writing. An ordinary reader will be drawn to familiar territory or a group identity and find in it new elements, hitherto undiscovered." — Stephen Romer, Times Literary Supplement

Current Volume: $15.95
Back issues Nos. 1,2,3: $6.95
No. 4: $11.95
add $2.50 postage & handling
Payable to Mylabris Press

MYLABRISPRESS
P.O. Box 20725
New York, N.Y. 10025
and
Case postale 35
1000 Lausanne 25
Switzerland
CML seeks submissions on all aspects of Classical and Modern Literatures that reflect the knowledge and depth of the scholar's own discipline used to examine problems recurring in both a Classical and a Modern Literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CML Subscription</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please check one of the following:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>$12.00 □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>$20.00 □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>$29.00 □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMOUNT</td>
<td>ENCLOSED $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Countries outside U.S. add $2.00 to each year's subscription to cover postage. Indiana Residents add 5% Sales Tax. CML is published in October, January, April, and July.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY __________________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______

Address all correspondence, subscriptions, and submissions (SASE) to:
CML, Inc.
P.O. Box 629
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808-0629
a special issue:

WOMEN AND MEMORY

Well-known scholars, artists, poets, and fiction writers explore the sexual politics of memory, asking: Who has the power to make memory and who is denied it? What is deemed worth remembering and what is obscured as unworthy? How are these commemorative and repressive goals realized? How should we interpret the common wisdom that women have better memories than men? Do women and men remember and forget different things, and for different reasons?

Nine Essays
Marsha Darling on the memories of rural black women as historical source • Jane Flax on the relation between gender and the repressed in psychoanalysis • Mary Jacobus on women and screen memories in Freud • Elizabeth Loftus on psychological studies of gender differences in memory • Esther Parada on women's memory in the visual arts (with illustrations) • Christopher Roberts on memories of death among Tabwa women of Zaire • Susan E. Searing on the institutionalized memory of women in libraries • Carroll Smith-Rosenberg on nineteenth-century misrememberings of Richardson • Catherine Stimpson on future directions implied by these essays

$8.00 per issue

An Interview with Maxine Hong Kingston
A Portfolio from the exhibit “Women Artists and Memory”
Book Review Essays on women's history, Latin American women, contemporary women playwrights, and women and science

Poetry and Fiction

Still available: DETROIT: AN AMERICAN CITY, a double issue, $8.00
Arts & Sciences
ALBERT GOLDBARTH

"Arts & Sciences is a true cabinet of curiosities, bursting with historical oddments and imaginative speculations. Creator and curator both, this poet also ranges the emotions of surprise: the exhilarated tropes of nostalgia and grief, a voice instinct with startled fascination, an impetuosity barely contained by verse."
—J. D. McClatchy

"Goldbarth's poems, often dazzling in the Donne-like way they yoke disparate conceits, and almost always fearlessly playful in their approach, can mask the reasons for their being written. It's too easy to forget that for all of Goldbarth's bravura, the poems' punch lies in the way they affect us: over and over they tenderly remind us of the conditions of our humanness."
—Robert Cording, The Carolina Quarterly

Cloth $17.95/Paper $8.95

The Ways We Live Now
Contemporary Short Fiction
from The Ontario Review
Edited by Raymond J. Smith

The wonderfully diverse ways we live now are explored with imagination and insight by 28 writers whose work represents an exciting cross section of the fiction being composed today. Included are Alice Adams, John Updike, Joyce Carol Oates, Margaret Atwood, Paul Bowles, Maxine Kumin, Margaret Drabble, Carlos Fuentes, Elizabeth Spencer, Josephine Jacobsen, William Goyen, Margareta Ekström, Lynne Sharon Schwartz, and many others. Among the stories are a number of distinguished prize winners. Discounts for course adoption.

Cloth $21.95/Paper $9.95

ONTARIO REVIEW PRESS
Distributed by Persea Books
225 Lafayette St., New York, NY 10012
Southwest Review


Please enter my subscription:

___________________________________________ □ 1 yr [4 issues] $14
Name
___________________________________________ □ 2 yrs $25
Address
___________________________________________ □ 3 yrs $36
City/State/Zip

I enclose $________________________
Please add $3.50 for subscriptions outside the U.S.

Southwest Review
Box 4374 Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275
SHENANDOAH
THE WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY REVIEW

"SHENANDOAH . . . has long been a showcase for exceptional writing."
The Washington Post

". . . Well burnished excellence, long maintained."
Kirkus Reviews

". . . Since 1950 SHENANDOAH has been full of fictional, critical, poetic and biographical splendor."
The New York Times Book Review

SHENANDOAH, Box 722, Lexington, Va. 24450

Name

Address

City __________ State ________ Zip _____

Single issue: $3.50 Subscription: $11.00 a year ($14.00 foreign)
INTERNATIONAL WHIM HUMOR CONFERENCE
APRIL 1 TO APRIL 5, 1987
AT ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
TEMPE, ARIZONA 85287

INTERNATIONAL WHIM ADVISORY COMMITTEE: We are expecting participation from Humor Scholars and/or Humorous Performers representing the following countries: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, East Germany, Egypt, England, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Hawaii, Hungary, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Korea, Kuwait, Mexico, Monaco, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Philippines, Poland, Puerto Rico, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, Senegal, South Africa, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Wales, West Africa, West Germany, and Yugoslavia.

NATIONAL WHIM ADVISORY COMMITTEE: We are also expecting participation from Humor Scholars and/or Humorous Performers from every state in the United States.

SPONSORS: Arizona State University Conference Services and English Department; World Humor and Irony Membership (WHIM), and the Workshop Library on World Humor (WLWH).

PROCEEDINGS: WHIMSY stands for “World Humor and Irony Membership Serial Yearbook.” WHIMSY II: Humor and Metaphor, WHIMSY III: Contemporary Humor, and WHIMSY IV: Humor Across the Disciplines are available for $10.00 each.

PREVIOUS INTERNATIONAL HUMOR CONFERENCES have been held in the countries of Bulgaria, India, Ireland, Israel, the United States, and Wales.

CALL FOR PAPERS: Send $50.00 Membership Fee, and a one page abstract on “International Humor” to Don L. F. Nilsen, WHIM, English Department, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287. This fee entitles you to three meals, three coffee breaks, and a humor journal. Accompanying persons not reading papers may pay $25.00.
Question:
How Do You Get All of These People to Talk Sense to Each Other?

Answer:
Read GENRE

GENRE is a quarterly publication devoted to generic criticism. It publishes articles dealing with questions of genre in relation to interpretation of major literary texts, historical development of specific genres, and theoretical discussion of the concept of genre itself. Future guest editors include Henry Louis Gates, Nancy Armstrong and Marjorie Perloff.

Subscriptions in the United States and Canada are $12 for individuals, $18 for libraries. Foreign subscriptions are $20.

Write to: Editor
GENRE
Dept. of English
University of Oklahoma
Norman, OK 73019
Glassworks
David Wojahn

"David Wojahn's Glassworks is everything that metaphor ought to suggest — clear, thorough, resonant writing. It demonstrates, once again, that intelligence in poetry need not be a cold light nor a clinic for irony. This is work that explicates the emotion without exploiting it, work that builds, with patience, from the interior." — Stanley Plumly
February 1987 / $15.95 cloth, $7.95 paper

People and Dog
in the Sun
Ronald Wallace

On Wallace's previous collection, Tunes for Bears to Dance To (Pitt Poetry Series, 1983):
"His work is not only sure in its craftsmanship, but humanly important in its subject matter and treatment. Best of all, it is exuberantly alive."
— Lisel Mueller
April 1987 / $15.95 cloth, $7.95 paper

Night Watch on the Chesapeake
Peter Meinke

On Trying to Surprise God (Pitt Poetry Series, 1981):
"Peter Meinke writes with a vivid imagination, with attractive humor, and with a loving attention to the traditions of this art . . . It feels good to know that [his] wisdom and voice are available to us. It is something to celebrate." — Philip K. Jason, Poet Lore
May 1987 / $16.95 cloth, $8.95 paper

Available at your bookseller or call toll free 800-638-3030
(Maryland residents phone 301-824-7300).

Pittsburgh
University of Pittsburgh
Press
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
$10.00